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ABSTR.ACT

Both adult and juvenile cockroaches of the species

Peripl-aneta americana of both sexes possess prominent hair

sensillae on the ventral surface of the proximal segments of

all thoracic legs which, when the animaL is at rest project

perpendicularly downr.¡ards from the plane of the animal's body"

Tn this positÍon they l¡ould. appear to have a possible role as

dêtectors of surface vibration, or irregrularities as the

aniraal is moving about, The sensillae could also function

as contact chemorecePtors.

This study was undertaken to elucidate the response

characteristics of these receptorso with a view to both

establishinq their functíon and determining the nature of

the receptor mechanisms involved'

Receptor responses resulting from sinusoidal and ramp

mechanical- displacement stimuli were analysed using a range

of technigueso incLuding the averaging of instantaneous rates

of receptor firing and cumul-ative inpulse counts uslng an

averaging computor. An exponential regression analysis of

the cumulative inpulse count of the responses of the receptor

to ranp stinulus displacement v¡as carried out using an IBM 3600

computor

Ãttenpts krere also made to record the responses of the

hair sensil-lae in freely walking aninal-s in order to determine

their physiological role.
The receptor response to mechanice.l deflection is a

phasic hiqh freguency (700 pps) burst of firingu and the
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receptor did not exhibit chemosensory responses. Impulse

firinE synchrony to the stimulus is ¡naintained at frequencies

j-n excess of 300 cps¿ and the receptor has a relatively slow

tíne course of habituation"

The nunber of inpulses generated in response to a given

velocÍty mechanical stimulus is a power function of the

stimuLus displacement, and all receptors obey this function

closely (P> 0.005 ),

UnfortunateJ.y, the physioJogical role of the receptor

hairs could not be established"

Tt appears that the method of analysis euiployed in the

study may permit analysis of the different components invoLved

in the receptor responses.
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Plate 1" Two postural attitudes cornmonLy assumed by

restinqr cockroaches" (Periplaneta americana)

Top" Low position - in this position the trochanteral

and perhaps the femoral- hair sensillae are in contact l'¡Íth

the substrate, in which positfon they could act as substrate

vibration receptors - this position is often observed in
resting healthy aninal-s¡ ôrd is aLso a characteristic pos-

ture of aninals ln poor condition.

Bottom. Raised position - this is the more commonly

seen resting posture, and the sensillae are lifted well

cLear of the substrate. When the animal is feeding or

movÍng about they al-so assume essentially the same posture.
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IlrTRQpUCrr*Ox

Arthropods differ from most other organisms in having a

rigld chitinous exoskeleton, v¡hich serves both to protect the

anÍnalus internal environmentu and as an attachrnent for the
museulature required for movement.

Nornally this exocuticle is non-living and rigid., as

índeed it must be, and considerable pressures relatlve to
the animalus slze are reguired to deform it.

Since an insect must have inform.ation about the nature
of the environment in which it exists, there must exist
nechanisms whereby externaL stinuli can be detected and

transd.uced and the informatÍon made availabre to the cNS.

To provice the necessary sensitivity in the presence

of the exocuticle, the insects have evolved a vast array of
projections and modifications of the exocuticle, which function
as transducing windows in the animal-os usherlr. Transducing

windows because the projections and modifications usuarly
serve to translate one variabLe, such as displacement into
another, distortion of a surfaceo and so permit the sensory

ceLls to encode this as a train of impulses 
"

such windows are most numerous on the perimeter of
the animal", those parts which nake the initial contact rsith
the environment - the antennae, head, regs and tip of the

abdomen" la,rge numbers arso surround the articulating
surfaces of every joint¡ ênd these are grenerally held to be

proprioceptors (Dethier 1963 ).
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Þasic Structure of Haír Sensillae

Central to all peripheral receptors is a nodified cuticular
area" This nodification may be in the form of a hair or peg

(sensilla trÍchoida)o a plate (sensill-a placodea), a thin domed

region of the cutÍcle (canpaniform sensllla), or an open tipped

hair (cheno sensory). It is generally assumed (Snodgrasso 1935)

that the archetypal sensilta pattern is that of the hair sensillan

being derived from setae, and that other sensil-Iae are in turn
derived from it 

"

Essentially the hair sensillae consist of a long hollow

bristle of varying rigidity inserted into an annulus of menbra-

nous exocuticle surrounded by a rlng of thÍck exocuticle. ïhe

mernbranous annular ring functions both as a fulcrum and to provide

a restoring force to the sensilla after the disturbance whlch

caused the deflection has passed" In nany hair sensillae, the

leveragre ratio inherent in the structure is such that the neural

transducer proper behaves as an isometric force transducer, while

the tip of the hair behaves as an isotonic Ìevel. The displace-

ment division ratio can be in excess of 200ål in very J-ong hairs,

An Annulor ríng of thin cutìcle

Ax Sensory cell oxon

Bm Bosement membrone

C Cuticle

Ep Epidermol cells

S Sensory cell

Sc Scopopoid sheoth

Se Se toe

To Tormogen or sockel cell

Tr Trichogen orhoir forming cell

Diogrommotic onotomy of sensiro trichoideo ( ofter snodgross r935)



ïn the sinplest sensilla trichoidau only one sensory

neurone ís foundo and such hair receptors are ç[enerally sinple

mechano receptors, However more than one sensory neurone may

be present.

In general the sensory neuroneo which is consid.ered to
be a prlnary sensory neurone (Dethier 63 ), is bipolar, the

point of insertion of the spical dendrite regrion being at
varying dÍstances up the hollow hair shaft. Associated with

the dendrite of the sensory neurone is a tubular and possibly

chitinous sheath, the scolops, which appears to be a consistent

feature of all sensillae derived from the archetypal tricho-
sensilla (DethÍer 63 ). A,ssociated +¡ith the sensory neurone are

at least two other ceIls, a trichogen, or hair forming cell,
and a tormog,en or socket forroing ce]l.

Ãs previously mentioned the responses spectrum of the

receptor can be determÍned partly by the structure of the
ohairu, and partly by the characteristics of the receptor

reglon of the neurone" Ilius a number of sensilla trichoida
r*hich appear to have essentially the same structure, may have

totally different stirnuLus-response characteristics "

Mechanoreceptive Halr Sgns_illae

Cahrni (1969) has described a sensory hair of the simp].e

sensllla trichoida type on the head of locusto Schistoce.rca

qresalia" Ihis hair which possessed a single sensory neurone,

was found to be a wind velocity receptor; the neurone firing
tonically for a sustained deflection of the hair. The receptor



firíng freguency lras a linear function of the wind velocity.

Tn addition to being a tonic receptor' this receptor showed

a hiqh degree of directional sensitivity by virtue of the

curvature of the seta and an assymetric compliance of the

socket "

Tn contrast a tarsal tactile hair described by Runion

and Usherwood (fg6g ) from the same animal has a similar

structure, but the response of the receptor is a phaslc burst

of Ínpulses following sustained mechanical displacement "

Ã urajor problem encountered duringr the present study

has been the dearth of stud.ies on insect mechanoreceptors 
"

Most workers have concentrated on insect chemoreceptors or

on the mechano and propioceptors of other arthropod classeso

chiefly Crustacea, However the basic mechanisms would appear

to be similar (Iaverack 19030 1966å de Forrest Mellon 1963;

Wyse 1965å Sanjeeva-Reddy 197I )'
Tn many ways the insect sensill-a trichoida mechanorecep-

tor is analoçrous to the tylotrich and monotrich sensiLlae in

manmals (Iggo 1968), lhe hollol* setae are analogous to the

hair itself, and the point of ínsertion of the ¡nanrnalian hair
into the epidermis provides both a fulcrum and a restoringr

force as does the annulus of the tricho sensilla, The basket

of free nerve endings which surround the base of the nanmallan

hafr and the dendrite of the tricho sensilla both perforn the

transduction of the movement into neural impulses" There also

appears to be consíderabLe paralleIs in the diversity of the

stimulus response spectrum¿ ônd in the presence of multiple



neuraL endingrs encoding different paraneters of the stimulus,

Both Lowenstefn (1958 ) and Eyzaguirre and Kuffler (1955 )

have demonstrated the nature of the generator potential in
the PacÍnían corpuscle and Crustacean stretch receptors

respectivei.y" No cornparable work appears to have been carried
out on mechanoreceptors in insects" However, Wolbarsht (1960)

recorded what he referred to as a oreceptor' potentials from

the cut end of mechano sensory hairs in a number of insectso

in response to meehanical deformation, The nagnitude of the

receptor voltage recorded ranged from I to l0 mV, and was

eíther transient or sustained in response to sustained deforma-

tÍon of the hair" depending on r,¡hether the receptor was of a

fast or slow adapting type, However the polarity of the

receptor potential is negatíveu in contrast to that observed

by intracelLular recording" Wolbarsht has concluded that
thls extracellular recorded potential represents the potential
difference betr^¡een the dendritic and spike generating regions

of the receptor neurones. He also concluded that the spike

was generated proximally to the receptor site and did not

invade the receptor reglon a'nd. also demonstrated that spike

fregueney Ìras a linear function of receptor potential anplitude"

Che¡no Recgptors

A number of sinple chemo-receptors are anatomically very

similar to the tricho-sensilla mechano receptor. In many

"u"å" tactile tricho-sensillae also possess one or more super-

nurnerary neurones, the dendrites of which pass through the

Jumen of the seta to terrninate at an opening at the tip"
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These have been shown to be chemosensory receptors which are

capabl-e of responCing to chemical substances ranging from

aronatic compounds, arnino acidsu pherones to water (Dethier

1963 ) "

Respgn_se . Cl_raracterist ics

ïilerner and MountcastLe (fg6S) demonstrated that the

manmalian mechanoreceptive endings described originally by

Iggo (Içrçro's Corpuscles ), exhibited a stinulus-response

relatíonship v¡hich e¡as a linear relationship between the log

of the response and the log of the stinulus magnitude. Ïn

other words the receptor response was a power function of

the stimulus magnitude.

Unfortunately very little guantitative work has been

carried out on insect mechanoreceptorsu and most of that v*hich

has been carrÍed out has been of a someruhat cursory nature'

Usherwood (1968) working wíth a chordotonal propioceptor

from the tibia-femur joint of the locust Schjstocelca, found

that this receptor encodes the tibia-femur angle on either

síde of a centre point as an increasing firing freguency

with a high degree of linearityu but with directional anbiguity"

The response was conprised of two componentsu a phasic

component with changing angLeu and a slowly adapting componsnt

proportíonal to the fÍnal anglec

, Unfortunately the structure of the insect chordotonal

organs, while considered to be derived fron the origlnal

tricho sensiltum (snodgrass 1935)' is conslderably different



from that of the hair receptorsu aLthough. the basic trans-

duction mechanism isu in all probability, the same,

To date the nrost thoroughly analysed insect mechano-

receptor Ís the campa.nifonn organ that underlies the large

tíbial and femoral spines on the legs of cockroaches.

These spinesu often incorrectly classified as trichosenslllae,

are reLatively nassive (Fig. 1)u and hinged at the base in
such a þray that attenpts to move then, back forces a projection

at the base of the spÍnes against a chitinous stop. A,s a

result the spines act as ratchetso allo+¡ing the aninal to
íncrease íts traction v¡hen pushing past obstacles.

A campa.niform sensilla situated near the stop is distorted
when the spine base bears upon ito and functions as an iso¡retric

force transducer (Chapnan 1965 ) "

Several workers (Pringle and Wilson 1952; Chapnran 1963;

and Crowe 1967) have analysed this receptor in great detaiL"

the prinary aim of their studies has been to develop a transfer

function of the stinulus-response relationship in order to

pernit the prediction of the receptor's responses to time

varyíng sigmals of the sort encountered in nature, In fact
this prepa.ratíon has become a proving ground for technigues

of linear analysis aimed at deriving mechano receptor transfer

functlons (Holden 197I)" Most of its val.ue in thj.s respect

lies in its relatively conplex responses to a stinulus¿ ês

ruell as íts sinplicity and the ease of recording responses,

Crowe has shown that the peak firinçr freguency of this



receptor fs a linear function of tension over the range 0"2

to 2.5 g wt.u when determlned by using ramp or sinusofda]

dríving functions " Hov¡ever the slope of the relationshlp,
is to some extent also a functlon of the velocity of the

drÍving waveform, and the linearity does not hold at low

stinulus values,

As yet no worker has attenpted to deternine the aspects
of the receptor responses that are physioJ-ogically significant
to the animal, a task which could prove to be foruidabLeu

since we have no intuitive knowled.ge of the sensory environ-
ment the insect dlorells in. When Werner and &lountcastle (1965)

attempted to do this for a nâmmalian touch receptor (Iggo's
corpuscre), they had the assistance of a consÍderable body of
psychophysical theory on sensory discrÍnlnation from which to
select nodels that could be tested fron the neurophysiological
data.

"å,s a result of this lack of theoryu many of the

characteristics of the receptor responses that have been

analysed by various rvorkers may in fact be of little or no

conseguence to the aninal, but hov¡evere trtay provid.e extremeJ-y

valuable infornation about the actual transduction mechanisms

involved"
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MF^TERIATS AND METHODS

Materials;

EäceI-imenta1 4nima]s

Âdult cockroaches of the specíes Periplgneta americana

were used for aLl studies"

The insects were bred in large plastic enclosures on a

diet of Purina uDog Chow' and green vegetable scraps with

adequate v¡ater, T\rbes of ro1led corrugated carboard r¿ere

used to provide restingr sites and prevent overcrowding of

the anírLals.

Cockroaches raised in this manner took from 10 to 16

weeks to reach rnaturity"

Preparation;

ïhe animals were lightly anaesthetized with C0, and a

Ieg was cut off at the junction of the coxa and the thorax

using a fine pair of scissors, The tibia was also cut off
at its junction v¡ith the femur to reduce the size of the

preparation and to reduce interference fron possible stfunu-

lation of the distal segments.

The truncated leg was mounted using wax on a cork plat-
forn at the centre of a turn-table in such a manner that the

trochanteral hair of interest lay at the centre of the turn*
table" a 3" d,iameter disk of cork covered aluminu¡ro the edge

of v¡hich was calibrated in degrees. The turn-tabLe permitted

the preparation to be rotated with respect to the mechanical
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stlnulatíng devíce"

A sllver-silver chloride indifferent electrode was

ínserted into the cut end of the coxao and the recording

electrode inserted througrh a fine puncture made in the

trochanter, just proxinal to the hair receptor. Ihe recording

electrode consisted of a length of 25 mlcron gold wireo which

proved to be the nost satisfactory material for the purpose,

since its almost complete lack of rigídity simplified elec-

trode placem.ent" For recording fron the isolated leg pre-

paratlon the placement of the recording electrode was not

critÍcal slnce there v¡as little spontaneous activity in the

leg nerves. Good records (action potentials ¡ 200 ¡iV) were

obtained rsith electrode placement withln 0"5 nm of the hair,
For the free rialking preparation placement was far more

criticale ês wÍ1I be díscussed later"
Due to the rapidity with rorhich the exuded haenolynph

coagulated after puncturing the cuticle, and the softness of

the goLd wire, it was necessary to insert the recording

electrode within 30 second.s of puncturing the cuticle.
the electrodes were connected via shielded wire to a

capacitatively coupled FET input pre-amplifier, which in turn

wa6 connected to a filter anplifier having variable bandpass

characteristics, Most recording l.¡as carried out with a total
gain of 10,000 and a pass band of 330-100000 Hz.

The turn-table was mounted on a steel ground plate to
r¿hich nanipulators and stands havlng magnetic bases could be
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attached" The grround. plate was mounted on a spring-nounted

concrete pavíng slab to recluce the effect of the floor-borne

vibrations r¿hich night have otherwise affected the preparation.

The entire assembly was mounted within a shielded enclosure.

Stímqlus Svsten

In order to characterize the responses to mechanicaL

stimuLi of the preparation as fuJ-ly as possibleu a ramp

mechanícal stimulus, ín which the velocity and amount of

dÍsplacement could be independently varied was used. Such

a stimulus permits the separation of the dynanic artd static
components of the receptor response (Cror,¡e 1967 ) , Working

on the assumption that the receptors rnay be involved in

avoidinq or sensing nechanical disturbances while the aninaL

is walking, and in viev¡ of the upper frequency linitation
of the transduceru the range of ramp rates used was restricted
to between 1"0 to t0 mm/second.

The electromechanical transducer consisted of a miniature

3' diameter loudspeaker, fron which the netal surround and

cone had been removedu leavfng only the armature coil and

suspension intact" ^å disk of thin mica perforated on the

periphery was glued across the centre of the coil and in the

centre of the disk a s¡ralI socket was glued into which various

coupling rods cculd be fitted. For most of the recording a

Ln long tapered tungsten needle (actually part of a discarded
uMicrotrode' (Transidyne-generaÌ) was used as the coupling

rod"
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Plate 2. stereoscopic photograph of a cockroach leg showing

the arrangement for stimu-lating the trochanteral hair sensiLlun.

The tungsten couplíng needle can be seen extending fron the

right of the picture and terminating on the hair. In the

background, to the right of the hair" can be seen the 25

mícron gold wire recording electrode, This anirnal has a

supernum.ary sensillun on the left (distaL) margin of the

trochanter; the eoxa is to the right and the femur to the

left of the picture"

This picture can be viewed stereoscopically either
rryith a viewer or by holding the picture about 2 feet from

the eyes and fusing the images"
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The freguency response of this transducer was essentially

flat from 0 to 75 cps, after r,¿hich it peaked (3 x the anplitude

at 25 cps ) at 175 cps and declined rapídly until at 250 cPS,

the response was less than 25"1" of that at 25 cps - Provided

the coupling needle was not longer than 1"5"u there was little
lateral oscillation of the tip within this freguency range"

Within the displacernent range t 0.5 mm, the transducer

displacement was a linear function of driving voltage, but

became markedly non-linear outside this range. The displace-

ments 'vrere measured using a binocular microscope with a

caLibrated eyepiece mícrometer'

To perrnit tight mechaníca1 coupling between the hair

and the transduceru it was necessary to glue the hair tip to

the transducer needle with a 'tacki-v/alcu using a fine (0"1 nm

dianeter) electrically heated needle" If this was done

rapidly enough, no damage to the hair could be observed or

detected ín the recordings " The use of the wax made it
possible to rapidì.y disconnect the hair from the needle when

ft was desired to change the direction of stimuJ-ation, and

to reconnect it again"

Since the naxinum displacement of the hair from its
resting position without puì.Ling on the hair base t¡as slightly
in excess of 0.15 mm, the mximum stirnulus excursion was

limited to 0.1 mm" One problem. associated with the fact

that the stinul-ation needle was rigidly attached to the

hair was that there was a]-ways some straightening of the

normally slightly curved hair with displacemento howeveru
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this v¡as miniroized by making the direction of the raovement

tangential to the arc described by the hair tip (P1ate 2) "

The rarnp generator (Ãppendix 4 ) provided. a voltage

rampe the slope of which u'as continuously variable between

0"1 and 10 n:n/secondu and the height of the ramp could be

continuously varied between 0"0 to 0.1 mm, by means of 10

turn potentiometers, which pernitted the pa.rameters to be

s,et with an accuracy of better than 1%.

The ramp generator could. be triggered by pulses from

a time pulse çreneratoro and the duration of the ranp plateau

could be varied frorn I to 30 seconds.

The ramp signals !,Íere used to drive a linear polrer

arnplifier which ín turn drove the transducer.

Due to the snall dísplacements involved, and as the

hair exhibited very high ccnpliance, the fidelity of the

coupled transducer responses to the ramp wave forms was

hígh, hhere high freguency sinusoidal stirnulation v¡as

enployedo the use of some sort of servo loop to increase the

freguency response would have been beneficial.

Sinusoidal signals were obtained from a gated function

generator which generated either bursts of sinusoidal oscil-
Lation (f-ZS cycles per burst), in response to trigger
sÍçrnals fron the timer, or a continuous siçrnale

Rec.ordflg Svstg4s

Ph_ot ocrraÞh i c . B e_c o_r ds

Tnitially the action potential records were photogrraphed
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Fiçrure 1" InitÍa1 experimental system used to record the

responses to mechanical stinulation on filn"
Þ¡l-ses from the tiner oscillator triggered the ramp

generator via a 5 nillisecond delay. circuit¡ ð.rid also

triggered the staircase grenerator" llre output fron the

stafrcase grenerator, which serves as a raster generator

ås applied to the inverting input of the oscilloscope

differential anplifíer (Y axis), and shifts the trace down-

wards one lncrement for each stimulus. The nerve impulses

are applied to the non-inverting input of the oscilloscope

Y a¡npLifiero which results in each response being recorded

sequentially as a separate trace.

ïhe preparatfon was secured with wax to the triangular
cork support on the turn-table, in such a way that the

senslllum was perpendicular to the surface of the turn-table"
A snall micromanipulator fixed to a flexible magnetic stand

Ì.ras used to position and hold the electric-mechanicaL trans-
ducer,

A,n illuminated Sodeco counter (not shown ) positioned

in the camera field of view and coupled to the filn transport
pernitted each frame to be identified during later processing.
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dlrectly frorn the oscilloscope screena using the arrangement

1l]ustrated in Fig, ], and each response individuaLly measured,

a procedure which not only was extremely time consuming,u but

one which prevented the measurement of tÍrne intervals to any

degree of accuracy" However, this technigue, one data frame

from whÍch is íIlustrated in Plate 2o Þ¡as valuable 1n that it
showed the underlyÍng regularity of the receptor discharge in
response to identical stim,uli,
' The traces were photogrraphed on Fanatonic X filn using

a Cossor 1428 Mkz oscilloscope camera urodified by the addition
of automatic single frame advance and an llluninated frane

counter, fron the face of a 5024, (Tektronic) oscilJ-oscope.

For some experiments the responses were photographed on

moving photosensitive paper (Ilford N"S" 6)u the camera

being used in the continuous run mode.'

Iape Recordinq

ïn order to allow fuller use and processing of the data

usíng the CAT 400 averaging computor, it became necessary to
record the responses on tape. A. single track economy cassette

recorder was used and since the speed stability of the tape

transport was better than I% when the recorder was powered from

a stabilized power supply, this was adeguate for recording the

responses fron the receptor" Fig. 2 illustrates the set-up

eroployed"

Þ¡lses from the discrininator (which served to extract

the action potentials from extraneous noise and background
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PJate 3 " sarnple of data frame recorded. using the system

íllustrated in Fig, 1"

The responses illustrated are from preparation Bl2

trochanteral hair from the riçrht 3rd thoracic leg of a male

cockroach" sweep speed 10 rnilliseconds per centineter. The

responses are to ramps of 1.25 nm/second velocity, 0,1 mm

d.isplacement ( top); 2,5 mm/secondu 0.01 rnrn (middle ) and

2. 5 rnn/second, 0. 025 nm dispÌacement (botton ) . The regu-

larity of the lmpulses is clearly evident" .4, 5 mirlisecond.

delay precedes the onset of the stinulus (left side).
Due to the orientation of the counter (top) the

inverted nu¡nberlng ldas an unavoidable artifact,
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Fig. 2" systern enployed for tape recording the responses to
st inulat ion 

"

, To pernit the first pulse of the record (the triggrer
pulse from the tiurer ) to trigger the cnT 400 sweep circuit
Ín subseguent analysis, since only a one track recorder r¡as

avaÍlable" it v¡as necessary to blank out any extraneous

pulses arising frorn spontaneous activity of other fibres in
the preparation during the inter-stimulus interva]. This

xüas done by shorting the input to the fÍrter-amplifier to
ground by means of a switching transÍstor" The pulse from

the tiner triggered the gate nonostable circuit r+hich in
turn switched off the translstor thus allowing the nerve

impulses to be processed for the duration of the gate pùlse

(120 ms approx.)"

Voice commentary was recorded at a low level on the

same track, while the pulses were recorded at saturation
leveL "
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activity)u from the tiner and from the s ms delay (start of
stirnulus) v¡ere added and recorded at saturation level via the
uÄux' input of the recorder (zv sígnar for saturation).
Voice commentary vras also recorded at lolq levels on the same

track,

The addition of the ti¡ner pulse and the s ms d.elayed

pulse to the record pernitted triggering of the oscilloscope
or CAT 400 sweep on playback from the first impurse of each

recordu as well as marking the onset of the stimurus. It
also produced a standard 5 ns period which y¡as used to generate
caLibratÍon points on analysis (Fig " I2r.

since some preparations exhibited some high amplitude
background activity which rsourd, have caused farse triggering
of the analysis system, it r,¡as necessary to mute the signal_s

from the preparation for the interstimulus interval by
shunting these sÍgnals to ground with a switching transistoru
controlled by a monostable, which 1n turn was triggrered by
the tiner (Fig. 2')" The on period of the monostable controlled
the length of tlne the signaLs courd pass to the anplifier I

and was usually 125 ns, the duration of the cA,T analysis
sweeps used"

Analvgis Svstems

ïnslC¡-ta¡eous Rate .A,nal_ys is
1o determine whether there existed a

the initial rate of receptor discharge and

the recorded output of the receptor was fed

reLationship between

stinuLus velocityo

via a discriminator
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{Fiq" 3 ) which served as a pulse shaperu into an instantaneous

rate meter (,{ppendix 3). This generated on a pulse-by-pulse

basis an output voltage which was a linear function of the

ínstantaneous frequency of the preceding pulse pairu The

llnearity of the rate-meter v¡as better than 2% of output from

70 to 750 pps.

Ihe voltage output from the rate-meter was fed in
parallel into the four analognre inputs of a Computor of

Averagre lransients (CAT 400) operating in the averaging mode,

Since high temporaì- resol,ution was not reguired the CAT was

used ín the 4 channel mode (each channel having 100 memory

bins)u with a sweep duration of 125 msc.

Each group of responses to 10 identical stimuli was

routed to each of the CÄ,T inputs seguentially. The averaged

responses were plotted out with an X - Y recorder which

pernitted the responses to four different stimuli to be plotted
out at one time, resulting in considerable ti¡ne savingrs.

SÍnce the impulses displayed considerable tenporal

coherence r,¡ith the stimul-i (Plate 3 ) Iittle temporal resolution
'bras lost as a result of the averaging procedure. As already

mentloneC, the characteristic of the beat-by-beat instantaneous

rate-meter is that the displayed output voltage (Í.e", freguency)

laqrs by one pulse interval-" t{irile for continuous or smoothly

varying discharge rates such as those from mamrnalian muscl-e

spindles (Harvey and þlatthews 1961), this may be of little
consequence' for patterned discharge such as those encountered

here this lag resuJ-ts in considerable distortion of the
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Fig. 3. Ãnalysis system using the C.A.T. 400.

The recorded responses played back fron the tape recorder

were fed into a discrininator which functioned both as a pulse

cleaner and to eliminate interference from the voice signal,
the discriminator output pulses srere used either to trigger
the instantaneous rate-meter or the staircase gienerator

(Curoulative Count Record) " The analogue outputs from either
of these devices were fed into the analogu.e inputs of the cATo

the input switches on the CAT being used to feed each separate

block of responses to each of the four channels in sequenceå

the CAT being operated in the 4 channel mode.

Readout of the averaged traces was by way of an X - y

recorder attached to the CÄT (not shown),
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Fig. 4, Comparison between the stimuluso receptor firing
pa.ttern and the outputs of the data analysÍs methods,

ït can be seen that the response duration (at these

stinulus para¡neters) greatly exceeds the stinulus length,

In this preparation (DZ-trochanteral haír stimul-ated

at t0 ron/second with a dispracement of 0.05 rm), the receptor
is exhibiting patterned firing" a response not uncommon at
this stiroulus velocity" The temporal distortion inherent in
the instantaneous rate-meter response is cl-early evídenta êrìd.

ís due to the fact that the rate-meter output lags by one

pulse interval' In additiono the rate-meter output conveys

no infornation about the total nunber of pulses.

ïlttile the cunulative count record obscures the patterned

response' it does permit the measurement of the averagre firing
rate from the slope of the curve as well as the nurnber of
pulses per responseç

Both the instantaneous rate and cunulative count records

are averages of 10 consecutive stinuLations of the receptor
carried out at 2.5 second intervals.
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temporal rerationship beti¿een instantaneous frequency and

the pulse interval (Fig " 4), However, for assessing the

initial discharge freguency the instantaneous rate-meter is
extremely valuable"

The Ínitial (tiner ) pulse from the tape record served

to start the CATacguisition sweep" The second pulse (stimulus

onset) generated a z'eÍo rate-meter output for a duration of
5 ns, which permitted arignment of successive plotted traces
as well as serving as a zeto point,

Averaqes! qumglatjve 9o-u$t Änalvsis

since the nu¡nber of impulses per stimurus appeared to
be the most meaningful measure of the receptor response, the

taped responses were processed by averaging the accrululated

counts per stimulus for 10 stinuli. This r¿as repeated. for
each stimulus parameter (Fig" 4)"

The shaped impurses fron the discrimínator are used to
trigger the charge monostabl-e of the staircase çrenerator
(Appendix 2l and the resulting staircase voltage output was

fed into the c.AT 400 as described above, The staircase
grenerator was reset either manually or automatically to l.ero

between each sr*reep,

The resultant prot contains instantaneous rate infor-
mation (rig' 4) çriven by the slope of the curve, ôs well as

the total nu¡ber of irnpulses per response.

The pen recorder output was so arranged as to plot a}l
the responses to different stinuÌus displacements at a given
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velocity as a fainily of curves (Fig. 14),

Receptol Potgntial Recordino

Ïn order to record the nature of the receptor mechanism

underlying the recorded responses a number of attenpts were

made to record the receptor potentiar resulting from a ramp

mechanical stfuoulus using essentially the same method as

that enployed by Wolbarsht (1960) except that the recording

electrode was coupled to the transducer.

A glass rnicropipette was puJ.led in the conventional

manner from 1.2 diameter pyrex glass and the tip broken back

to about 12 micron dlametero so that it would just slip over

the cut end of a tactile hair" Ihe electrode was then broken

just above the tapero to proCuce a short (5-7 mm) rnicro-

electrodeu which lEas then fil-Ied with saline" The electroce

was v¡axed to the tip of the transd,ucer coupling needle with

'tacki-l,vaxu u the wax being melted r,uith an erectricarì-y heated

hairpin of 38 ga nichrome wire" A fine tinned copper wire
(45 micron) was inserted into the shank of the electrode and

connected to the non-ínverting input of the differential
A"C" coupled pre-anplifier. the sÍIver-silver chloride
indifferent electroce was ínserted in the coxal muscles as

described earlieru and connected to the inverting input,

Since the input tine constant of the pre-amplifier was in
excess of 10 second,s¡ ârd since the response kras a phasic

one, little distortion of the recorded waveform occurred as

the rernainder of the circuits were D"C. coupled.
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Fig, 5

A' Receptor potential from a trochanteral sensillum as

a result of mechanlcal stinulation of the hair shaft by a ramp

stinulus " This waveform is the average of 10 responses

averagred using the cAT 400, The positive going spikes capped

with a dot are action potentials (¡auch attenuated by passage

through the hair cel] soma ) " the sinusoidal oscill_ations are

averaged A.c. 50 Hz interference which happened to be synchro-

nous v¡ith the tining oscillator. It can be seen that the
response is of longer duratlon than the stinulus ramp, the

sright positivity at the end of the response nay be an

artífact due to the fact that the anplifier v¡a.s .A,.c" coupled.

(f'f 0,1 Hz)"

, Experinental setup used to råcord the receptor
potentials " lhe saline f illed gLass microelectrode fragrment

(about 7 mni long and 50 microns wide at the tip) was secured

to the transducer needLe with hrax, which permitted sirnultaneous

recording and stinulating of the hair receptor and the sensillun
was cut about one third the way up" The electrode Þras slipped
over the cut end" Fine 50 micron tinned copper wire coupled

the electrode to the recording anplifier, and indifferent Äg/

,{gcl electrode placed on the cut end of the coxa,
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ïhe tactile hair was cut off at about r/3 its heightu
and the saline filled microelectrode manoeuvered over it
(Fig. 5 ) "

The responses to ramp stinulatlon were photogrraphed on

moving fiLn together with the stlnuLus (rig. z0) and in one

ínstance averagred using the C.åT 400 (Fig. S),

Free lilal-kincr keparation
T\so insulated 50 micron r+ires h'ere used. both as the

eÌectrodes and as the connectíng wire to the anplifieru the
wires being twisted together. The points of the r.¡ire rqhich

r'¡ere to be inserted lnto the aninar were tinned with solder
ín the conventional nanner, and as part of the copper d,issolved
in the nolten solder during the tinning process, the tips of
urires became tapered points, whÍch greatly facilitated insertion"

ÏJith the animar under co2 anaesthesia and prior to
immobilizing the animal on its back, the tinned and, tv¡isted
slgnal wires were drawn under the left elytra and puIled
under the wing base so that the tinned tips of the wires lay
about half way along the abdomen. The trairing wire was

attaehed to the pronotum of the aninar by means of several
blobs of utacki-hrëtxae Ín order to provide straÍn reLief ,

The anÍ¡nal- was then imnobÍlized on its backÈ

^4, hole was punched. in the trochantere about 0,2 mm

proximal to the sensilla and offset to the ventral side slightly"
Íhe recording electrode was bent at g0o about 0"zs mrn from the
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tipo and inserted into the hole. The wire was anchored by

means of snrall dots of tacki-wax, applíed to the cuticle r+ith

an electrically heated needLe, care being taken not to over-
heat the cuticre (which often caused inJury discharges in
peripheral nerves ).

the wire was then looped under the trochanter and

fastened to the lnsíde surface of the coxa with wax, leaving
a loop of wire at each Joint to prevent restricting the leg
movement,

The other electrode was pushed Ínto the superficial
musculature of the abdonen and simiÌarly fastened with wax"

rt was usually necessary to perform the entire operation
under a stream or Co2 since the effects of this anaesthesia

wore off very rapiclly,

Upon complete recovery fron the effects of the procedure

(usually 30 ninutes)a the aninar showed few apparent ill
effects and made the usual- escape attempts whlch are normal to
a cockroach transferred to a closed container.

unfortunatel-y, due to the oily cuticr-eo this activity
occasionally dislodged both the wax anchors and the electrodes.
Electrodes secured with utacki-$¡axt were superior to those

attached in paraffin beeswax (50;s0) in thÍs respect.
rn addition, the motor activity associated with the

escape attempts masked any responses from the sensilla, and.

no recording was carried out until the aniurals became quiet"
Careful placing of the recording electrodes was essential

in order to get satisfactorily large potentiaì.s to perrnit the
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response to be distinguished from the background noise" Only

about half of the preparations were satisfactory in thÍs
respect. while the electrode 'was being inserted, the hafr
was touched v¡ith a fine (00) paint brusho and the posltion of
the electrode tip moved to obtain an optinum response, u:hich

was never greater than 300 uvu possibly reflectÍng the
dianeter of the axon.

' 0f the I prepa.rations tried, only 2 were realry success-

ful. lhe electrode rsires trere attached to the dif ferential
input of the AC coupled EET pre-arnplifierr êrd both the

anplifier and the beaker constraÍning the cockroach rested. on

a steel ground plate within a shielded cage. This arrangement

did not suffer from hum artefacts, despite the fact that the
unshÍelded trailing. wires Þrere over 12* Iong.

The pre-anplifier output was fed into the firter anpli-
fiero the band width of which was set at 330 Hz - l0 ]F.lzå the
total gain beÍng 10,000. ILte a¡oplifier output was monltored.

on the oscirloscope and recorded directly on the cassette
recorder for later replay and photographic record.ing (Fig, 23,24)"

Chemical Þtimulation
since the position of the hairs on the anÍmal r,¡ould.

raake them possible contact or surface chemoceptorso this
possibility was checked by applying various chemical solutíons
to the tip of the hair preparation described initially, using
either a fine paint brush dipped ín the fluidu or a capillary
tube filled with the test substances " Since no responses vrere

evoked to any substanceo the experiment was not pursued, The
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Fig. 6" ventral view of the proxinar part of the right third
thoracic 1eg, showinq the position and reLative sizes of the

trochanteral (2) and femoral (1) tactile hairs involved in the

study. The coxal (3) hairs were not investigated. Most of
the snaller cuticuLar hairs did not appear to generate a

neurar response to mechanical stimulation. Legs on both

sides of the animal showed essentially the same distribution
of the major sensillae, although supernumerary hairs appeared

in scme animals (see Plate 2) 
"

The large spines on the anterior nargin of the femur

are sÍnilar to those studied by Chapuran (tgOg,1965) and

Crowe (1967)"
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Fig' 7. Responses of the trochanteraL hair sensilla to
bursts of sinusoidal mechanical stinulation. The amplitude
of the stimulation was kept constant throughout and above

threshol-d; 1 0.01 rnm" rt can be seen that in general the
receptor fÍres once for each cycre of stinulation and sho*¡s

a burst of impulses at the start of each stimulus burst and then

¡.¡hich rapidly adapts.

$tiurulus freguencies A;

D; 50 cps.

10 cpse B and Cs 25 cps,
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test substances that were tried vrere watero pH Z, 6o 12 buffer
solutions, N sucrose, normal saline and S0% alcohol"

lhe sensil]ae occur on the ventrar surface of the
trochanter and femur of all 3 pairs of legsu and project
downwards approxinately perpend.icular to the longitudinal axis
of the insect's body, rn this position, the sensillae can
either brush or rest against the substrate when the animal
assumes a suitable posture (plate l).

One sensillun occurs prominently on the trochanter and
one on the upper femur (Fig'6), while on the coxaL-trochanteral
joint three or four somewhat snaLler sensillae fringe the
margin of the socket" These Last sensirlae are not as

prominent and do not project out in the manner of the tro_
chanteral and femoral hairsu and were not considered in this
study,

The position and distribution of the sensil_lae var.ied.

little from animal- to aninal and from one to another of the
six legs, Howeveru some animars possessed supernumerary hairs
near the distar nargÍn of the trochanter and on the femur
(one such is visible in plate 6),

.å,!atomv_of the Sensillae

The sensillae exhibit the basic structure of tricho-
sensillae as described by snodgrass (r934), Dethier (rsos¡
and others. rt consists of a rongr, holLow straight or
slightly curved setaea about 1-2 nrn longro which tapers from
11 ¡r at the base to 2 ¡r at the tip, The base of the setae
is inserted into an annular ring of thin cuticle, which is
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surrounded by a raised thickened cuticular annulus 
"

Unfortunatelyu it has not been possible to perforn histo-
logical studies to determine the presence and distribution of
sensory neurones,

In whole mount preparations stained with nethylene blue
using the method described by Laverack for Crustacea (laverack

1964), little detail of nervous structure could be rnade out.
laverack was unable to use the technigue to demonstrate

sensory neurones in scorpionso and suggested that the failure
courd be due to the thickness of the peri-neuraL sheath

(laverack 1966 ). The fact that insects also possess a thick
neuraL sheath could explain the present failure,

rn exanining whole mount preparations in which the
nethylene bl-ue staining proced.ure had been attempted, there
did appear to be a point on the bases of aLI the receptor hairs
examlned to which the dendrites of the sense cell could have

been attached. ff this were so¡ the structure of the sensiLlae
r¡ould have agreed with that described by snodgrass for the
sensilLa trichoidea (Snodg'rass lg3S ).

The presence of a tonic response in some sensillae would

arçrue for the presence of at least 2 sensory neurones at the
receptor base"

Although not directry observed, the sensory axon from

the receptor joins the large ¡rixed nerveo neive s (mijenhuis

and Dresden 1954 ) " whÍch runs the length of the l-egr and

enters the posterior margin of the thoracic ganglion of each

segrment,
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RESULTS

Response to_Sinusoidal Meqþanical Stigrulatåo¡

The threshold for stinulation varied with dlfferent
preparatÍons and with the rate of displacement, but in
general, tended to be about 0.004 mn as determineC fron ramp

stimuli "

, At stinulus amplitudes just above threshold, the

receptor r*rould fire coherently once with each cycle of sti-
mulation for frequencies exceeding' 300 cps " However, it was

not feasible to measure the absolute chanqes in effective
stinul,us anplitude with increasing freguency because of the

cut off freguency of the transducer and lack of suitable

apparatus to measure small deviation at high freguencies,

The receptor freguency response could have been measured with

a piezo electric binorph "benderu of the type employed by

Sato (1961) to stimul-ate the pacinian corpuscle provided. it had

sufficient displacement range. Since the transducer output

displacement falls rapicily with increasinq freguency beyond

I70 cps, it is probabJ-e that the threshold at high frequencies

may be lower than for frequencies of 100 cps or less" Sinilar
behaviour has been reported by Usherwood for the tarsal hair
receptor of the locust (Runion and Usherwood 1968), and by

Pringle and l{ilson (1951)"

For sinusoidal stinuli above threshold amplitude the

receptor produces multiple bursts of spikes for each stimulus
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cycle" The receptor then rapidly adapts within the period of

tr*o or three stimulus eycì-es and the response renains constant

at one spÍke per cycle (Figs. 7, 8)"

Responses to stinuli bordering the threshoLd vaLue (Fig"

B) remain coherent r¿ith the stimulus, but do not necessariJ-y

occur at the onset of stinuLation. This behaviour is probably

due to the summation of the sub-threshol-d receptor potential
resulting fron the stimuluso and internal ,noise' in the

receptor ítseIf" hhere the sum exceeds thresholdo spikes

occur "

Not all sensillae tested appeared to be abLe to respond

to sinusoidal freguencies in excess of 100 cps, but no attempt

was made to determine the proportion of insensitive sensillae,
However, it would appear that more than 701, of the sensírrae

can respond to freguencies well- in excess of 100 cps. ThÍs

contrasts with the behaviour of the locust tarsal hair sensillae
described by usherwood (Runion and Usherwood l-96B), which did
not respond synchronousry to sinusoidal sti¡nulÍ with fre-
quencies greater than 100 cps"

One receptor (Fig. 9 ) exhibited synchronous after dis-
charges to bursts of sinusoidal stinulation at freguencies in
excess of 100 cps" .Ãt l-00 cps (n in Fig. 9)" the stinuLus

was above threshold for this preparation and in the response

íllustratedo the receptor was firing twice per stimulus cycle.

At the end of the stiroulus burst, the receptor continued

firing at the stimulus freguency for I or 2 more spikes " At

higher freguenciesu the nunber of after discharge spikes
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increased to 6 at 300 cps, lrJtrile the spikes retained
coherence with the sigrnal at 300 cps, the after discharge

firing declÍned in frequency Ín steps that $rere sub-multiples
of the stimulus freguency. This response of the hair receptor
may possibly have been due to uringingt of the sti_nurator or
its mountÍngrs at this frequencyu but since the nass of the
transducer armature assenbry is snaLl (about s qm) and since
the support v¡as a nrerssive magnetic base stand, this is un-

likeÌy"
lhose receptors responding to sti¡oulation at freguencies

in excess of 1c0 cps also show low rates of habituatíon to
repetitive sinusoldal stinuli, Figsl0A, and B show the nature

of the responses of a trochanteral hair sensilla to sinusoidal
mechanical stimulation, the freguency of which has been varied
from 25 to 120 cps and back, l{hile the receptor fires repeti-
tively at the low frequency stimulus, ât increasing frequencies
there is a 1¡1 stimuLus response rerationship which shows

llttLe habituatÍon, partly due to the increasing transducer
displacement as the transducer approaches its peak freguency.

ïn the record shown in Fig" 104, the receptor can be seen to
fire twice per cycle at the peak of the stimulus anplítucie"
The spora<ìic but synchronous firing as the anplituce of the
stimurus decreased demonstrates the presence of a raised
threshold"

To characterize the degree of habituation shown by the

receptor, it was subjected a continuous sinusoidal mechanical

stinulus above threshold for the preparation (0"04 nn) for
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Fig" 8" Responses of the trochanterar hair to bursts of
sinusoidal mechanical stinuLation, Sane preparations as in
Fig" 7 

"

' E" 75 cps, anplitude above threshoLd for this pre-
paration, f 0"01 rnnô

F. Threshold response at zs cpsu stimuLus amplitude
Ï 0.0025 mn (the gain of the lower trace is unchanged). The

time of occurrence of the response rsithin each stimulus burst
tended to be erratic but synchronous, a response characteristic
of threshold responses.

G, Threshold response at 100 cps (t 0.002 mm).

H. Response at L00 cps at increased anplítude (t 0,004 mm),
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FÍ9" I' A,fter discharges following sinusoidal stinulation
at high frequencies" The anplitude at 100 cps (t O.O1S rnm)

was about twice threshold for this preparatíon,

Ã¡ 100 cps¡ Bs 2A0 cpso C; S00 cps. It can be

seen that the receptor responds at all freguencies in synchrony
r.¡ith the stinulusu the response at r00 cps showing doubling
of the number of spikes " Despite the constancy of the
stinulus amplitude in the lower trace of each tracen the
anplitucie of the actual ruechanicar stimuÌus declines with
increasing frequency because of the limited frequency response

of the transducer (see text)" As a resuLt of this, the
stinurus ampritude at 100 cpsu j 0,01s mm declines by about
213 at 200 cpsu and to about l/B at 800 cps.

rt can be seen that at arl frequenciesu and especially
at 300 cps, there is a prolonged after d,ischarge which main-
tains synchrony with the original stiururus, This d.ischarge

is not due to oscirlation of the relatively welr darrped

transducer or its mountings,

The dots in the bottom trace nark the after discharge
spikes, and it can be seen that the interspike interval
increases by regrurar nultipres of the original period.
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Fig" 10, Response of trochanteral hair receptor to mechanical

stinuLation with a suprathreshold freguency swept sinusoidal

stimulus, Orlentation of the plane of the stimulation is
given by the lnset diagran" Frequency sweep is from 25 to

120 cps in a non-linear rnanner"

A. Entire record for one sweep,

B. Expanded portion of a second record.

In thls pair of recordsu the stimulus signal was taken

from the coil of the transducer, and the increase in sÍgnal

size at high freguencies reflects the peaking of the trans-

ducer response at this freguency"
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Fig. 11. Time course of habituation of a trochanteral hair
(nS¡ subjected to a 100 Hz f 0,04 rnm sinusoÍdal movement

(just above threshold for the receptor)" At this Ievel, the

receptor fired once per cycle for 110 cycles after rphich the

proportion of dropped responses increased sIowly, A slight
increase in stimulus strength to j 0.06 mm restored. the

response to the original level (not shor,sn), lhe film record

ínset is fron the 10th to the 14th epoch (1 to 1"4 seconds

after onset ) "
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30 secondsu and the responses recorded on moving fíIn" From

the filn record a plot r,qas made of the number of puì-ses per
J-0 cycle epoch against tlne, rt can be seen that habituation
deveroped only after the first second and progressed sJ-owry

untir by 4 seconds Ít was firlng in response to about s07. of
the stinuli" rncreasinçr the stimurus displacenent to i 0.06
mm restored the response to its original r:l relationshipu
showing that the drop in response r^ras due to habituation and
not fatigue.

Responses to Ra¡op Stimulgtign

Initially the sensitivity of the receptors investigated
was found to be l-ow and erratico but vari.ous improvements in
technigueo specificatly the use of the harder tacki-wax to
cement the hair tip to the transducer rod; the use of el_ec_

trodes of inert uraterial (Au and Ag/AgCl ) rather than the
copper wire used by various authors (Hoyle 1964), and the
control of evaporation from the cut coxar surface irnproved

the responses considerabry, and. rater preparations tended to
be relatively uniforn in their response characteristics.

Ïn al-1u about 45 trochanteral- hair sensillae preparations
$/ere usedo and of these about 30 yielded. satisfactory records
in that the preparations did not euffer from excessive back-
ground activitye êrd that they naintained a consistent leveL
of responsiveness for at least one complete series of stimulus
presentations 

"

ualitative
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Fig" L2" Ãveraged instantaneous firing rates for a trochan-

teral hair (CZ7 for different stimul-us velocities and dis-
placements, Each histogram is the average of 10 responses,

and the stimulus orientation is 225o to the axls of the

trochanter (see inset diagram),

ït can be seen that the initial firing rate rapidly
reaches maximum (750 pps) with increasing ranrp velocity. ïhe

curves on the RHS can be used to determine stirnulus duratíon

for various velocitÍes and dispì-acements.

There are a pair of histograms for each stinulus
velocity, the right hand and Left hand histogram are for
dísplacements of 0,05 and 0.075 armo respectiveì-y,

The tine base (O - 125 nS) and inpulse frequency

calibration scales apply to alL the histograms,
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Suantitative Stimulus Velgcity

Ã}i the trochanteraL hair sensillae investigated

exhibited an increase fn initial firing rate with increasing

stinulus displacement velocity (= ramp slope)u provided the

displacement is adequate. .4,s can be seen from Figs, 12 and

13n the increase would appear to pJ-ateau rapidly to a maximum

firing rate of 600 to 750 pps. Eloweveru before the plateau

vglocÍty is reached, the initial firing frequency appears to

be a linear function of stimulus velocity, In other words,

the firing freguency F is proportional to the derivative of

the sti¡nulus velocity.

rr:r. dS r
" 

-*1 ãiF ê ! c 6 o o o E ø ø.1

where K, is a constant"

ïn this respecto the hair receptor behaviour is sinilar
to that of the primary ending of the nammalian spindle (Harvey

and Matthews 1961).

Ät stimulus velocities in excess of that at r.rhích the

firing freguency peaks (about 5 nm/s)o the firing rate declines

somewhat, possibly due to receptor fatigue,

Some directional sensitivity in this response is evident

both for the receptor illustrated in Fig.13 and in others

investigated, but this directionality does not appear to follow

any consistent patterna ôrd may merely reflect underlyinçr

structural assymetries in the sensillae.

The effect of increasing stimulus velocity on the number

of pulses per response to a given displacemento is to cause

saturation of the response. rhis is clearly evident in the
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responses illustrated in Fiçr" 14' Despite the compression

af the responseso the receptor appears to obey the same non-

linear relationship between displacement and response, This

will be díscussed in full later.
One prominent characteristic of the receptoros response

to identlcal stimuli is its extreme regularity as can be

judqed fron the responses shown in Pl-ate 3, and from the

patterning evident in the instantaneous rate histograms,

despite the fact that they represent the average of 10 res-

ponses,

Such reguLarity wouJ-d appear to be d.ue to the existence

of an underlying rhythnic mechanism set into action by the

non-rhythmic receptor potential as suggested by Schwartzkopff

(1964 ),
Further evidence for this rhythnicity could be deduced

from the occurrence of patterning of responses often seen

' when a receptor is gÍven ramp stimuli having high vel-ocities

and large displacements. This patterning manifests itself as

regular caps in the pulse trainr ês shown in the responses

illustrated in Figs. 4 and 12.

St imulus Lisr¡Lacenent

The height of the displacement stimulus has no effect

on firing rate per se but only on the nunber of inpulses

generated per response (Plate 3 ). The possibility that the

receptor encodes dispLacement by the number of inpulses per

burst was tested by recording the cumul,ative inpulse counts
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Fí9" 13 " .Average initial f iring rate of a trochanteral

hair sensilla (pps ) versus ramp velocity plotted for various

stimulus angles, aIl displace¡nent values for each velocity
being pooled. Each point represents the average of from 20

to 70 individual responses,

It can be seen that there appears to be a linear

increase of firing rate with increasing velocity until at

about 5 rnm/sec the response saturates " Some directional

sensitivity is evident with receptors at 90o being more

sensitive than those at 0o and 45o"
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per stimulus, over a range of stimul-us parameters in the

manner described in the methods section. Fanilies of curves,

such as those illustrated in Fig " 14, k¡ere obtained from

averaging the responses to l0 seguential, identical stimuli for
each seríes of displacements at a given ramp velocity (=

one set of curves ). It is evídent from inspection that there
exÍsts a distinct relationship between dispracement and

iurpulse nurnber.

To pernit the determÍnation of the stinulus-response rela-
tionshíp, if âry, in the face of the observed spread of response

values (Fig" l5A), all resuJts were norrnalízed by setting the

response to the maximum stimulus (displacement ) of a given

velocity serÍes (R**u*) at I00n and expressing other responses,

Rnu as a percentage of this Rnru*"St *u* 1s the naximum stimulus"

ñ Response (R * )K- ;J
The effect of this operation can be appreciated from Fig" lsB

in which a sample set of responses taken at random from a nunlcer
-of different preparations stinulated at various velocities"
have been plotted j.n the raw and the normalized form,

rt is evident that the noruralization procedure perrnits

direct comparison of the stimulus-response relationshipo while
suppressing the effects of variation in the magnitude of the

-responses resulting from different animals, stirnulus velocity
and direction. Since it 1s not within the scope of this study

ion of Sti4$qp:EeÞponse Rel-at_ionship of Receptor
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Fig. 14" A.veraged cumulative counts for responses of the

trochanteral hair sensilla (CZ¡ to ramp nechanical stinuli
of varying anplítude and velocity" Stimulus angle 225o 

"

Each family of curves represents the compJ,ete res-

ponses to varying displacement at a constant velocityo and

each curve is the average of L0 responses"

fn each set of curves, the order of displacement

remains the same as that given in the top left hand set

(1.25 ¡nm/sec),

The slope of the six l-ines in the right band botton

corner is proportÍonal to impulse frequency"

It can be seen that r*ith increasing stimulus velocity,
the receptor response shows saturationn as evidenced by

the compression of the curves,
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Fiq" 15" Diagraro illustrating the effect of the normalizing
procedure on the raw data"

The responses have been chosen at random fronr the

experimentaL data to Íllustrate the effects of the proce-

dure and the range of the nu¡bers of impulses per response

(Rn ) generated by the receptors,

The same five receptors have been connected by lines
in the two plots,

ït can be seen that normarizing perrnits comparison of
the basic response function, in othen+ise disparate results"
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to determine in great detail the variatlons of individual
receptor responses vis a vis the generaLized responses of a

populatÍon of receptorsu the information lost as a resuLt of
normalization is not iroportant to this study"

0n plotting the nornalized receptor response data on

linear co-ordinates, it became evÍdent that the stinulus-
response relationship appeared to flt a polier function of
the type described by Werner and Mountcastle (1965) for
the manrnalian'rqgoo sn corpuscle, Ä, plot of the data on log-
J.oçr co-ordinates revearec a straight line relationship indi-
cating that indeed this receptor obeyed a stimulus-response

relationship fron the form

R*: ksf. " o o ! D o ô o n2

where R+ is the response expressed. as the nuurJrer of inpulsesg
k is a constant of proportionalÍty, and s* ís the stiraulus
intensity rneasured as displacement of the tactile hair.

lhe exponent n is deternined fron the srope of the
fitted straight line to the 1og-log plot.

ÏIowever, the normalization procedure ¡oodifies the power

function above by cancelling out the constants k of the power

functions of the individual receptors.

Let S = stÍmulus (St ) as a percent of
maximum stinulus (S1 max)

q: st xroo"-Ë^i,
R= R* xl00

ffnax I
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FÍ9. 16. Log-log plot of normalized responses of one

trochanteral hair sensílla (left second thoracic leg

bid), to ramp stimuli over the range 0.01 to 0"1- rnm dis-

placenent; the responses plotted for each stim,ulus angle.

Each data point contains the pooled responses to stimulus

velocities and represents the average of individual

responses.

It can be seen there is some variation of sensÍtivity
with direction (as estinated by the slope of the curve)u

but this does not seem to follow a consÍstent pattern. It
can also be seen that there is a straight lÍne relation-
ship between 1og S and log R for most of the responses, as

shown by the fitted regrressÍon lines,

(45oer2 = 0.968u N = 15ô

20. 225oer2 - 0,956u g =

t2 = 0,974, N = 15)

1350 (not drawn in);r2 = "863, lrJ:

20. 270ozr7 = 0, g7g, N = 20; 3150;
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Fí9" 17 ' Log-rog plot of normalized responses of one tro-
chanteral hair sensilla (left third thoracic leg)" to ramp

stinuli (conditlons are the same as for Fig. 16 ) "

Ãs for the sensilla responses plotted in Fig. 16,

this receptor arso shows a rlnear relationshÍp and appro-

xirnately the same order of sensitivitya n"

Regrression lines from the regression anarysis have

been fitted to the responses obtained at tr¿o of the stimulus
angles . 225nzr2 = 0" g27o g0o;r2 = 0,g02
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Fígr. 18" Log-log plot of normalized response for the

trochanterar hair sensiÌIae of four different ani¡na1s to
a wide stirnulus lntensity range (0,0025 nm to 0.I mm

displacement ) " The values for different displacement

velocities have been poored so that each poínt represents

from 20 to 60 individual responses,

ït can be seen that with the exception of C7 o the

actual- responses deviate from a straight rine fit at Low

stinulus intensities, c7 exhibÍts a l-ower sensitivÍty
than the other sensillaeu showing saturation of the res-
ponse at displacements above 0.075 mrq, but appears to have

a 1or¿er displacement threshold"

Both of the regression lines fitted have been cal-
culated fron the exponential regrression anal_ysis.

.9,(C7ero = A.B9J, N = 42; C6;ro : 0ng3g, N = 42)
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ç¡here R# ís the neasured responseu and R max the response to

S*max"

From equation 2

i^ n
n = 5Ì!_ * lg! where R*max = k(Sanax)n

RÃ*u* ^ L

ks_n¡- 100

k,t-*;F x -r
ê

= ( #"ry )o"+38"

R=100l-ntn 6 6 0 s € o ø øo o3

ïn the pooled data, the exponent n becomes a r+eighted

averaçre of the exponents of the porder functions of the

original responses 
"

To deterrnÍne the statisticaL validity of the power

functlon as a descriptlon of the stimulus-response relationship
of the haira êr exponential reçrression analysis was performed

on the normalized data.

The eguation fitted was of the form

y = ulubrx

which corresponds ín the ternínology used above to

R = 1gg1-n..(nloø"S)

where a1 : lggl-n; bt = n; X : loguS and Y = R"

It was considered more suitable to fit the regression

eçtation in the exponential rather than the linear form because
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of the nature of the error terms. The error terms of the

observations about the exponentÍal reçrression line appear to

be additive and approximately nornally distributed"

To fit the 1og-1og relatíonship, the error terms must

be nultÍplicative so that after the log-1og transformation

they become additive. Ã,Iso, the log transfornation of nor-

nally distributed error terms wi]l be highly skewed and not

nornally dístributed,

ïhe regression analysis progrram was run both on the

responses of individual animals to different stimuJation

directions and on the pooJ.ed data of 82 sets of hair res-

ponses from 12 animals,

The values for the coefficient of deternination r2,

ô10 b, and the second independent estimate of n obtaíned from

al for all the regrressions perf ormed are IÍsted in Table 1"

fn all cases, the proportions of the total error explained

by the regrression r2 was above 0,BS with a sampJ.e size of

15 or moree and the plotted fÍts looked excellent (Appendix 1).

Ttre use of the F test in this non-linear regression

may not be strictly admissable; howevero if the F values are

calculated, in all cases r2 is significantly different from

zeros that is the regressions are significant at Least at

the 0"5% (P = 0.005) Ievel,

It is interesting to note that the tv¡o independent

estinates of the exponent n" obtained from a, and b, are in
close agrreement, lhis increases the confidence one may place
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Fig. 19 " Scatter diagrran of the normallzed response of

12 sensillae" All responses have been pooled wtthout regard

for animal, hair positiono sti¡nu1us orientation, or stimuLus

velocity, Each of the 410 data polnts is the average of B

to 10 individual responses. Horizontal bars indicate

arithmetic meanso

The inset graph is a plot of the arithnetic means of

the pooled data plotted against stimulus displacement S*

on logarithnic axesu to v¡hich a regression line calculated

from the exponential reqression analysis has been fitted
ô(,r" = 0,889 for N = 410 - P >0"001)"

rt is evident that since the points lie on the straight
line, the stimulus-response relationship can be described by

a power function of the greneral form R = kStn where n is
given by the slope of the fitted line and in this case is
0,625"
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in the validity of the regresslon, i.ê., that the stinulus-

response relationship of the receptors studied is a power

function "

TABI-E 1

If ¡r¡e def ine sensitivity +1 as a proportional changre in
I*

response R for a small proportíonate change in stimul-us St,

the exponent n determined from the regressj-on analysis is
egual to the sensitivity"

That is:

dst
Þt

æ*-----?-
R

Analysís ¿r u1 bl Estiroate of
n fron a1 No. obs,

B 10 450

B 10 1350

B 10 225,

B Ï0 2700

B 10 3]50

c2900
c 2 225a

c6
c7
Pooled

0"968

0,863

0"956

0"979

0"974

0,902

0.929

0"939

0 " B9l_

0. 8Bg

2 "Ig2
7 "07I
7.103

l-0 " 48

4 "697

19,71

6.553

6.685

19"69

5.682

0.824

0.585

0 "577

0 "487

0, ô67

0.355

0"597

0,594

0.3 B2

0,625

0.830

0,575

0.574

0"490

0"664

0"353

0,592

0,587

0"353

0,623

15

20

20

20

15

25

30

42

42

410

T=
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R.

D.
T

*-

=n

Note also that ¡ also eguals
I

r)rL"
dR

d,st

(tns*n-1

dS
-il :ñ ¡¡ o

dR
R

For a given animal, the response to an increase in

absolute stimulus magnitude varies with the magnitude of the

stimulus " Hor^reveru the percentage change in response f or a

percentage change in stimulus is constant as demonstrated

above, .A1son only with the index of percentage changeo n,

can we compere receptors. Thusu it is not practicable to

define sensitivity in absolute terms of impulses/n¡r.

From Table I sensitivites for the sensillae investigated

rangie from 0,355 to 0"824" lhe n for the pooled data, which

represents the averaged sensitivity for the popul-ation, is

0,ô25,

Some al-terations in sensitivity with different stimulus

dírections are evident (Figs" 6, 17, l8), but again, as for
the effects on firing freguency, these changes do not appear

to fo}low any consistent pattern,

!,hiÌe the ¡najority of the measurements !Íere carried. out

over the displ"acement rançte 0,01 to 0,I mmu 4 preparations

ldere tested at smaller displacements after modifications
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to the ramp generator. The results for thesea ês well as the

regressicn lines fitted fron the regressions performed on

two of the sets of resul-ts" are given in Fig, 18" It can be

seen that the power function is followed down to displace-

ments as snall- as 2,5 microns.

Reeeptor Potentials

. SÍnce this receptor is of the rapidly adapting velocity
sensitive type (Wolbarsht 1960) r¡hich is characterized by

the fact that it produced an output only when the stimulus

ís changing, it was of interest to compare the receptor

potential with those obtained from a varlety of insect hair
receptors by lIolbarsht ( 1960 ) "

A rigorous gualitative evaluation of the relatlon between

stinuluso receptor potential and spike greneration was not

attenpted in this study.

Fíçr, 58 shows the çreneral pattern of the receptor

response" It can be seen that the receptor potential averaged

2"0 millivo1ts, a vaLue in agreement with the values found

by \{olbarsht. Hol¡ever, the action potentials are very srnall

(3 50 ¡rv) in com¡rarison to those recorded by Vlolbarsht (2 ¡rv)
which suggests that the spike initiation region is separated

fro¡o the receptor region of the sensory neurone, either by a

great distance or a region of high resistance. Unfortunately,

it was not feasible to measure the resistance of the hair
shaft, or to determine the anatomical details of the receptor

in order to support either idea.
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From Fig, 20u it can be seen that the amplitude of the

receptor potential is a function of the velocity of the rarap

stimulusu a relationship that agrees with the observed fact

that firing frequency is a function of ramp velocity (Fig" 13 )

Wolbarscht's observations that the receptor firing freguency

is a línear function of the receptor potential explains the

observed relationship v¡eII "

, The duraticn of the receptor potentlals shov¡n in both

Fig, 58 and Fig" 20 are of long'er duration than the risÍnqr

phase of the ramp stimulus, It is also of interest to note

that the 'offu response is of the same polarity as that pro-

duced ín response to the ramp. This v¡ould argue for two

possible mechanisms underlying the adaptation exhibited by

this receptor, êither the ionic perneability of the generator

region shows rapid recovery after distortion, and that it
responds to any distortion regardless of directiono or there

is a mechanical change underlying adaptation as suggested by

Crowe (1967 ).

Ig¡1c Digpla c-e$-ent Becept

Several animals of the 30 or so investigated exhibited

evidence of tonic responses to extreme sustained displacement

of the hair sensilla " UnfortunateÌyu a systematic investiga-

tion of all the preparations Ì\'as not carried out so that it

is irnpossible to state what proportions of the receptors

possessed this response, The effective stimulus appeared to

be an extreme displacement of the hair so that it l-ay ahnost
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parallel to the surface of the cuticle, Fig. 2L ilLustrates

such a response, the receptor can be seen to fire in pulse

pairs at an initial rate of 6 bursts per second, decliningr to

4 per second after 10 seconds "

The amplitude of these action potentials appears to be

the same as those produced by the phasic receptor, although

there is no reason to presume that they are fron the same

receptor cel1.

No guantitative study of the nature of these responses

was undertaken, Hair receptors having multiple tactile res-

ponses do not seem to have been described from insects

(Dethier 1963 ) ¡ut have been described from seorpions

(sanjeeva-Reddy 1971)" lvlost often the hairs respond to

two different sensory modalities¿ €uÇo ¡ corobined chemo-

sensory and tactile receptors (larson 1962).

ïLrerlnal Respon-ses

BringÍng a fine (0"1 rnn diameter) heated needle (100oC

approximately) into the near vicinity of the tactile hair

base (0.5 - I nm) caused an abrupt onset of activity (Fig,

22) " Hor¡evero it is not possible to assign the source of

these impulses specifically to the hair receptor neurones in

the absence of detailed histological studies.

Free.l¿ Walkincr Preparat i on

Unfortunately, despite many attempts to eliminate

interference from the notor axons which run as part of Nerve

5 through the trochanter by various electrode placements Ín

conjunction wíth a differential amplifier, it was not possíble
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Fig" 20" continuous filn records of receptor potentiars
developed in response to ramp mechanical stinuli of different
velocities and dispracements " The phasic nature of the

response is evidente âs is the increase in the receptor
potential duration wíth increasing stinulus displacement.

Hov¡evero the receptor amplitude appears to plateau with
LncreasÍng displacement at 1"25 nm per second., but shows

an increase in anplitude with increasingr velocity,
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Fiq" 2r" Tonic responses of a secondary receptor to prolonged.

extreme mechanical displacement of a trochanteraL hair sen-

silla, left third thoracic feg, the sensilla being bent in
the direction of arrow (inset ) until it was almost paralle1
with the surface of the cuticle, Note that the receptor
fires in bursts of tv¡o or three spikes,

A " Response following displacement of the hair - the

rapid firing at the start is due to the movement of the hair,
and is probably from the phasic unit.

B. Discharge rate after l0 seconds of roaintained

deflexion "

c" Response of the phasic component to touching with
ä fine paint brush for com¡rarison.
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Fig" 22, Responses of the same preparation as in Fig. 21,

To radiant heating from a fine (0"1 rnrn diameter) black

electrically heated needle having a temperature of approxÍ-

mately l00oC and heLd at about 0"5 rnm from the hair base

and hair" Heavy lines under the trace indicate the duration

of the stimulus "
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to record responses fron the receptor when the animal was in
active motion" Only r*'hen the limb rvas passively protracted

as the aninal moved forward" were any distinct receptor

responses reccrded"

.Only when the animal w.as in the low position (Plate l)
dÍd scratching or jarring the substrate elicit any responses

(Fig" 24) "

0nJ-y one spontaneous response that could be unequivocabl-y

assígned to the receptor was recorded (Fig , 24). This occurred

when the leg appeared to brush against some object on the

substrate while the leg was being protracted.
hÊríle it was possible to contÍnuously record the leg

nervous activity on tape for protracted periods, it was

never possibl-e to be ful1y certain of the source of dis-
charges which resembled those of the receptor, unless one

was able to directly observe contact being made,
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Fig. 23 " Continuous filn recording froin unrestrained animal,

the recording electrode in the trochanter of the second left
thoracic leg in close proxiinity (c 200 microns ) to the base

of the trochanteral tactire hair. fulse anplitude approxi-
nately 300 microvolts"

A, Response to gently touching the sensilla with a

fine (00) camerus hair brush, the animal resting on the side

of the constraining beaker" No overt behavioural response

was elicited by this maneouver"

B" Response of the same animal to touching the sen-

silla with a brush as before, the aninal resting on the botton
of the beaker,

Tine marks 10 ns apart.
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Fig" 24" Continuous fil¡o recording from unrestralned animalo

recording conditions as described in Fig, 23 " Dots under

the trace indicate the approxinate onset of the stimulus"

A. Response of the receptor to gently tapping the

botton of the constraining beaker on the bench, the animal

being Ín the J-ow posture (see Plate 1)" The increase in

the discharge rate of the tonic unitr presunably a postural

motor neuroneo cannot be ascribed to the receptor stimulation,

but to the overall stinulation caused by the jarring.

B" Response to gently scraping the paper on which the

aniroal was resting (low position), with the handle of the

paint brush. There were no observabl-e behavioural responses

to this 
"

C" Spontaneous response from the receptor, the leg

being ln protraction while the animal was walking on the

paper disc in the beaker, Thls is one of the few spontaneous

responses observed"

Tining marks 10 ms apart"
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DISCLIS-STON

From the data presentedu it is difficult to come to

any definíte concluslon as to the role of these hair sensillae,
ïhe prominent position of the receptors on the ventral surface

of the animals' linbs would make then ideal candidates for
contact receptorsn whether mechanical or chemosensory.

That they are not chemoreceptors appears to be the case

frour the conplete lack of success in atteropts to stinulate
'then chemically"

Stimulation of the receptor in resting unanaesthetÍzed

animal-s produced no overt responses, either in reflex leg

nerve activity a ot in behavioural responses. Sanjeeva Reddy

(1970) has suggested that this ís probably due to the con-

siderable convergence of tactile sensory input to the insects

CNS, A,s a resuÌt of thisu the mininum effective stinulus
tuould require the sinultaneous stinulation of a number of

receptors " This reguirement is in contrast to the response

to chemosensory hair stinulation in many insects in which

stÍmulation of one labellar hair can release feed.lng behavÍour

{Dethier 1963 ) "

A,s illustrated ín PLate I, the resting cockroach often

assuaes a low posture in v¡hich the tips of the long sensory

hairs are in contact r¿ith the substrate, in a nanner that

would suggest that they function as vibration receptors 
"

Howeveru Schneider (1950) (as guoted in Dethier 1963), has

demonstrated the existence of an exguisitely sensitive sub-

strate vibration detecting mechanism in the forrn of the sub-
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grenuai- organs in each leg' The sub-genual organs are chordotonal
Õrgians l'¿hiehi respond tc, the relative motions of the distal
seçnnents of the leg and the body, which acts as an inertial
¡nass" In the cockroachu this organ can respond to displace-
ment of 1CI-9 cmo at 10500 cps, fn the face of the existance
of such an orçran it is hard to postulate the need for ancther"
In addition, Florentine (1967, l_96B) has described what he

clalms to be abdominar vibration receptors in the cockroach.

å'lthough Ít was not possible to fuLly characterize the
freguency response of the hair receptorso it is probabre that
they are capa.ble of responding synchronousry to frequencies
well in excess of 300 cps, since the receptor firing freguency
in response to 5 mm/sec ramp stinruli ranged fron 6s0 - 750 pps"

ïf thÍs is the case, the hairs probably function siurpì.y

as fast phasic tactile receptors v¡hen the aninal is walking,,
From the anaLysis of the responses to ranp stinuri, the

receptor encodes both rate of hair displacement and degree of
displacement, the ratter in accordance v¡ith a power law rela-
tionship" Howeveru since natural stimuli are seldom if ever
ramp stÍmurio this degrree of codingr accuracy nay be of no

physÍologiicaL significance to the animalu and as the response

is a function of both stimulus and displacement, there is
also a high degree of ambiguity in the receptor response.

Schwartzkopff (fS6+¡ has pointed out that it highly probable

that the infornation from tactire receptors of importance to
the insect 1s the tirne of contact and the anatonical position
of the hair involved' Schwartzkopff contends that the intensity
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of the stimulus is not first order importance"

This contrasts wíth the situation in nanmal_s in which

the touch corpuscle (Iggous corpuscle) (!/erner and Mountcastle

1965 ) encodes stinuLus Íntensityu and there is little dístor-
tion of this coding in the thalamic relay neurones 

"

Due to the leve1 of motor neurone and muscle actÍvity
which occurs during active movement of the aninal, it has not

been possible to establish the role of the hairs using free

walking preparations 
"

ïhe analysis procedure used in this study¡ üsing a
ramp mechanical stirnuLuso would appear to pernit the separation

of two components of the transduction process Ín the hair
sensillae, For this, the receptor may be considered in terms

of a simple compartmental model with an assurnption of a

uniform mechanism underlying the production of the generator

potentialu for aLl sensillae in a population of animals "

fn other words, for an identical distortion of the receptor

regiono there is developed an identical generator potentíaI"

Given this assumption, it appeêrs to be possÍble to ascribe

variations in the observed responses to variations in the

coupling between these compa.rtments.
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Fro¡n the resultsu the value of n, the exponential term

of the power function, would appear to reflect the degree of

mechanical coupling between the stimulus and the generator

regrÍon. This rnay be due to variations in shaft lengrth,

flexibility conpLiance of the socketo etc, That this nay be

the case is reflected in the variations in n with the directlon
of the stimulus,

It is difficult to account for the spread of the observed

response values, R*, for receptors griven identicaÌ stimuli
by the spreaci in no the values for which are relatively con-

stant for the receptors analyzed, It would appear that the
)f

spread in R reflects the spread in values of the constant

Kl in eguation l-o and that Kt is thus an index of the degree

of coupling between the generator potehtial and the spike

initiating region. Regrettably, ít v¡as not posslbLe in this
study to perform the extensive statÍstical anaJ-yses which

t¡ould be reguired to separate out the effects of n and K,

on the observed R to perrnit confirmation of this hypothesis,
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.å,ppendix I
Computor plots of the regrression curve and the data

points for each of the sets of receptors analyzed.

The X axis is calibrated in terms of log"S* "
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"{ppeldix _2

Ilrs__t-an t-a n egus _Ra_t e Meter

since the reciprocar of time interval is the instanta-
neous frequencyo a circuit which can perforn this reciprocal
computation will provide an output whích 1s an instantaneous

or beat-by-beat measure of the firing frequency of a purse

train.
Many such circuits have been described and the one

used in this study is siuril-ar to that described by lvicDonaLd

( iq6b )"

As the relationship betv¡een intervaÌ and frequency is
a hyperboic function, the cÍrcuit performs the cornputation

by forcing the voltage on a capacitor (cr ) to increase in
a hyperbolic fashion with time by charging it through a diode
shapíng netv¡ork" on the arrival of the next irnpulse, the

voLtage on C, is sarnpled and stored on C7 and the charge

on ct shorted to grcund for the duration of the minimum

expected pulse interval (1,34 nS in this circuit). At the

end of this period, cr is peruritted to charge as before, lhe

effect of shuntinø c, to ground for this period is, in effect,
to make the risÍng hyperbolíc function cross the 0 volts Line

at the period equivalent to the maximum freguency to be

measured by the rate meter

The in coming pulses trigger the sample monostabre

MS1 u v¡hich turns on the rET switch for the duration of thel.

sarnplÍng pulse (20 ps) thereby allowing c2 to charge to the
voltage on c, " The falling edge of thls pulse triggers the
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Appendill (continued)

Clarnpmonostable (lrlS2)" which shorts Ct to ground via the

shunting transistor"
ïhe IET source-fo1lov¡er is used to isoLate the charge

on C2 frorn the operational amplifier which inverts and scaLes

the output voltage from the rate meter such that a 0 to 7.5 V

output is obtained for a 0 to 750 pps frequency changre.

Ref. Ma.cDonald R. A Heart Rate Meter for Measurement of Instantaneous and

Average Rates. Med" and Biol. Engng" 4 A9l - 298.
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Appendil 3

Þnrulatåve gulse Coun (Staircase Generator )

This extremely versatile circult is based on a transistor

pump circuit described by lIilLis and Burton (1958 ).

The behaviour of the circuit is given as

, 
voot :ü# o ô o o ó ' € o s o.(1).

Essentially the circuit is that of a doide pump' but

with the transistor providing isolation between the voltaçt'es

on C, and Cr. As a result, in contrast to the behaviour of

the diode pump, the output voltage steps for successive

identical input pulse will be egual in heightu until the

transistor saturates "

Since the connections to C, are all extremeLy high

resistancea consisting of a back-biased transistor base-

emitter junction, and silicon diode" a biased off shunting

transistor and the gate electrode of the field effect (FET)

follower anplifier (total n: 103 Megohn)u there is very

llttle droop of the output voLtagen provided a low leakage

capacitor (polyester ) is used. l{ith C2' a 1 micro-Farad

capacitor in the circuit opposite, there was less than l0 mV

droop over I hour, with a 6 V output voltageû

Since fron equation I Vorrt is a function of Vin, Vi' is

obtaÍned. from a separate charge monostableo which in turn is

triggered from the signal source. To perrnit the step height

to be varied, the amplituCe of Vrr., could be varied'

Resettinq the staircase voltage is performed by switching

theshuntinqrtransistoronbyapplyingapositivepulseto
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"A,ppendix 3 (continued)

the base.

The output circuít is a FET source-fol_lower having a

constant current source in place of the source resistanceo

to permit zeroing the offset voltage inherent in conventional

source-followers "

WïLLIS, J. a êrÌd BIJRTON, P"L, 1958. In Hemmingnvay, T,K"

Electronic Desiçmerrs Handbook, B.p" (Lond),
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,{ppendix 4

Ramp Generator

A Linear voltage ramp is produced by charging a capacÍtor

through a voltage controlled current source. The current and

hence the slope of the ramp is controlled by the voJ-tage

obtaíned from a 10 turn potentioneter, which is calibrated
from 0 to 10 millÍmeters per second, In addition, the ramp

slope can be changed in decade steps by changing the value

of the calacitor Cr"

ïn operation, the trigger pulse derived fron the external

ap¡xratusu triggers the control monostable, v¡hich switches

off the shunting transistor across Cl. Pernritting the current

source to charg" Cl " i{l-ren the output voltage of the FET

source-follower" which serves to isolate the charge on C,

from succeeding, is equal to that set by the height potentio-

meteru the output of the comparator swings negative, switching

off the current source" .A,s a resultu the voltage on C,

remains constant at this value until the enC of the control

monostable pulse is shorted to ground through the shunting

transistor.
The duration of the control rnonostable can be varied,

thereby varying the duration of the ramp waveform plateau.

The ramp waveforn is anplified by an operational aurpli-

fier which also perrnits fine positioning of the electro-

mechanícal stimulator by varying the DC output l-evel- 
"


